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arla Stables, our new Office
Assistant/Master Gardener
contact last was a “Health Plan Coordinator” at Tuality Hospital in Hillsboro. When the clinic closed, she
moved here, much to our benefit.

About Carla
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If ever there were an agriculturallyoriented family, Carla’s is it. She
was raised on a small dairy in Washington County, and now lives on a
100-acre farm in Gaston with her
husband John and two children.
The family farms all 100 acres for
grass seed, plus hay and pasture for
their 35 Boer goats and one milk
cow. (Yes, they milk the cow twice
daily, taking turns before and after
work and school).
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Carla Stables
J.D., her 17-year-old son, is planning to
attend OSU, majoring in civil and
forestry engineering. Cydney, 16, is a
junior at Amity, where Carla’s husband
is the ag teacher!
Both children have always been in 4H
and FFA. J.D. was County Fair Ambassador last year and a state FFA Ambassador this year. Cydney is 4H Ambassador for both her county and for state,
plus Miss Teen Agriculture for the state
of Oregon.
We are grateful to have Carla here: she
is competent and very qualified, and
appears to be friendly as well.
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A Wasp to Love

A

natural enemy has arrived to help
control the brown marmorated stink bug,
an invasive pest that devastates gardens and
crops, particularly orchard fruits and nuts.
Homeowners must deal with the added nuisance
of the shield-shaped bugs invading houses,
especially in fall when they’re looking for a
place to overwinter.
Control of the brown marmorated stink bug is
very difficult. Research has shown that
pesticides are only a short-term solution and
will kill other
beneficial
insects, and
catching/
crushing
them is out
of the question due to
their odor.
Enter the
samurai wasp
(Trissolcus
japonicus), a
tiny insect that hunts for the egg masses of
brown marmorated stink bugs and lays an
egg inside each egg in the mass. The parasitic
wasp develops inside the stink bug egg,
effectively killing the stink bug, and then chews
its way out.
Mature stink bug eggs. Bugs will
emerge through triangles.

The brown marmorated stink bugs, which
showed up in Oregon in 2004, feed on more
than 100 plants, particularly vegetables,
pears, apples and hazelnuts, but also ornamentals. So far, tests to determine the
success of the samurai wasp against the
invasive stink bugs have been positive.
Happily, the wasp parasitizes the eggs of
only the stink bugs.
Brown marmorated stink bugs can be distinguished from other stink bugs by the bands
on their antennae. In spring, adults start
eating and laying eggs on the undersides of

leaves. Within a week, the eggs hatch into
immature bugs and eventually adults and the
process starts again. The bug can reproduce up
to three times a year depending on conditions.
The Samurai wasp is native to East Asia, the
same range as the brown marmorated stink
bugs, so is a natural enemy and probably
hitched a ride on a ship. Scientists at OSU had
already begun rearing and studying the beneficial insect in the lab when it was found last year
in 11 areas in the Willamette Valley, including
several in Portland. Since none had been
released from the lab, the discovery is
significant, demonstrating that the wasp does
well in Oregon.
Wooded areas, particularly those bordering
orchards, are most likely to serve as habitat for
the wasp, which can move quickly over long
distances. But since the stink bugs have
migrated into urban locations, experts expect
the wasps to survive there, as well.
You can help with samurai wasp research by
collecting brown marmorated stink bug egg
masses and reporting them on a form at
the Wiman Lab website. Look for black
eggs, which means they’ve been parasitized. Once the
wasps emerge,
there will be
irregular holes.

OSU Wiman
Lab blog

Stink bug eggs which have been parasitized
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Yamhill County Master Gardener Calendar
September 2019
4

Wednesday

Newberg Farmers’ Market: Newberg Farmers’ Market, 1pm to 6pm,
downtown Newberg, in two shifts (1pm to 3:30pm, and 3:30pm to 6pm)

5

Thursday

Insect Committee meets: Former Public Woirks auditorium, extension
office, 10 am to 12 pm. BRING A BUG!

11

Wednesday

YCMGA Board of Directors meeting : Public Works Auditorium,
Extension Office, McMinnville; 10am to about 12pm.

All Master Gardeners are always welcome to board meetings
Newberg Farmers’ Market: Newberg Farmers’ Market, 1pm to 6pm,
downtown Newberg, in two shifts (1pm to 3:30pm, and 3:30pm to 6pm)

14

Saturday

Community Garden Class: Plant Disease Diagnosis by Heather Stoven.
to 12:15pm at Community Garden. $5.00 admission.

11am

Qualifies for recertification hours for Master Gardeners

18

Wednesday

Newberg Farmers’ Market: Newberg Farmers’ Market, 1pm to 6pm,
downtown Newberg, in two shifts (1pm to 3:30pm, and 3:30pm to 6pm)

19

Thursday

Insect Committee meets: Former Public Woirks auditorium, extension
office, 10 am to 12 pm. BRING A BUG!

25

Wednesday

Newberg Farmers’ Market: Newberg Farmers’ Market, 1pm to 6pm,
downtown Newberg, in two shifts (1pm to 3:30pm, and 3:30pm to 6pm)

Susan Burdell
Susan Burdell
Susan Burdell
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A Review of what we do

I

worked at the Master Gardener desk recently and had time (lots of it!) to go through the intake
forms from August 2018. I remember that in class they recommended doing this to get an idea of
what we might see on the desk in August this year.

This might be helpful for all of us and it is an interesting summary of the types of intakes we analyze.
Last year in August we saw: on blacklace elderberry - damage from borer larvae, either
sambucus borer or currant borer; tomatoes with blossom end rot and physiological leaf roll, a rhododendron with phytophthora and one with azalea lace bug; grape erineum mites on grapes.
We answered questions about fading color on flower and leaves of roses, azalea, and mint (probably overwatering); damage to a daphne secondary to overwatering because of a leaking
sprinkler system; yellow leaves on zucchini and peppers probably due to watering daily!
We identified: purslane, black nightshade (Solanum americanum), hairy manzanita (Arctostaphylos
columbiana), burdock (in the genus Arctium), flowering tobacco (nicotiana—do not compost), and
skunkweed (Navarretia squamosa).
So many questions about bugs: rose stem girdler beetle on blackberry; azalea bark scale on Pieris
and a rhody; a plum with leaf curl plum aphid; and some houseplants with aphids. Some about fly
maggot preventing apple production; and adelgids on Douglas fir. And of course yellowjackets - use
traps, remove pet food, clean up fallen fruit.
(Hint: when a yellowjacket stings you, it leaves a
pheromone on you which is a beacon for other
yellow jackets to seek you out for a sting. Just a
bit of discouraging information…)
We shared information about: laurel hedges some varieties need full sun, some do well in
shade; wild carrot is mildly toxic to horses and
cattle; prune rhodies after blooming; “just”
eliminate root of vine maple to prevent
re-sprouting.

And a suggestion to call the Home
Orchard Society for a list of apple varieties that
do well in our zone.
It was a busy month!

Susan Burdell
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Using Herbs
In the Landscape
Debra Kirkpatrick, 1992

A

s gardeners, we are
constantly swapping out
plants and replacing the
weak. Next time, consider
using herbs! As a bonus, you
may be able to use part of the
plant.
Herbs, by broad definition, are
useful to cooks, chemists,
doctors and dyers. Many
popular herbs’ origins are
within the dry, gravelly slopes
of Mediterranean Europe. These

This book is
divided into 3
sections:
Part 1 is “Herb
Culture”; Part 2
is “Plant Profiles”; Part 3 is
“Design”.

conditions translate well for
many U.S. urban and suburban
gardeners. On a more local
level, this means many of these
popular herbs are easy to grow
in tough conditions. Yet, the
author gives us the soft sell in
her introduction. (p.vii) “Herbal
plantings are appropriate anywhere people congregate,
meditate, pause or pass by. An
outstanding virtue of herbs is
their ability to lend an intimacy
and gentle, restful ambiance to

the hurried…”
This book is divided into 3
sections. Part 1 is “Herb
Culture”; Part 2 is “Plant
Profiles”, Part 3 is “Design”.

Herb Culture discusses the

many considerations to take
into account when planting
herbs. These are: Light; Temperature; Wind; Soils;
Moisture; and Planting. Handy
charts in this section list plant
selections for various light
conditions from full shade to full
sun (p.6-13). Another chart
covers moisture requirements
(p.20). Glancing at the names,
most are easily recognizable.
Section 2, Plant Profiles,
gives us nearly 50 pages of
individual herbs. Besides planting tips, they discuss the
ornamental value. They
tend to be rather vague on
“uses”, though. "Culinary”
and “medicinal” are most
prominent, but with no
supporting details.
Another part of the Plant
Profile section is “A Potpourri
of Other Herbs.” This 7page sub-section highlights
other possibilities for the
herbal garden. Each has at
least one characteristic that
makes it worthy for consideration. For instance, (p.91)
horehound (an aromatic
medicinal used in cough
medicine and candy) accepts
partial shade or sun, and dry
soil. Downy gray leaves and
white flowers make this a
good contrast plant.

Further into this Plant Profile
section, they offer us another
section: Shrubs; Vines; Ground
Covers; and Wildflowers. This
is another 30 whopping pages
of information. Curious about
which species she includes? A
few examples are (p.97) Flowering Dogwood; (p.98) Common
Honey Locust (p. 104);
Bearberry or Kinnikinnick;
and (p.115) Ajuga.
Debra states (p.124) “Trees
and shrubs may be considered
herbs as herbs are defined as
any plant with fragrance,
culinary, household, or
economic use.” That covers a
lot! There is a handy chart at
this section’s conclusion that is
titled “Herbal Plants That
Grow Well in Cities or Suburbs.” This is broken down
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into Deciduous Trees and
Woody Shrubs; Evergreen
Trees and Shrubs; Ground
Covers; and Vines. This chart
is followed by “Native North
American Plants.”(p.126). The
comparison is an eyeopener.
Glad to know I don’t have to
live on a farm to grow any of
these 90 specimens!
The third part of this book is
Design. After all, it is mentioned in the subtitle. This
section has 90 pages in it.
Again, with several handy
charts, the elements of design
are covered. There is foliage
color, foliage texture, flower
color and fragrance. Form and
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Structure take up 12 pages.
From there, historical precedents, famous designers, and
theme gardens are explored.
The sub-section titled
“Contemporary Expressions” is
actually 22 design plans (p.178
-221) A few of the titles
include “A Garden for the Five
Senses;” and “A Culinary Herb
Garden in a Raised Bed;” or “A
Rosemary Topiary Standard.”
Sometimes I don’t judge a book
by its cover, but rather by its
index. This index doesn’t cross
reference the common name
and the Latin botanical
name. Instead of giving you a

page number after the common
name, they say “see botanical
name”. This could be an educational tool that may be great
because it forces the reader to
depend on Google regularly.
Although this book is shelved in
the Master Gardener Library in
the Herb Section, it could easily
fit in with our Landscaping
Section. Anyone curious about
incorporating herbs in their
landscape should enjoy this
book.

Beth Durr

Remember our library mantra:
“ We are a reference library, NOT a lending library! ”
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Since we are not having Mini-College in 2019,
omga decided to hold a small version of the
Silent Auction so we can continue to offer
our annual awards and grants.

Here’s how it will work:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Each chapter will donate 3 items, each with a minimum value of $25.
Send your list of items with a short description and picture (if possible) together with the
actual value to Sue Nesbitt by September 20.
Sue will put this information into a booklet and send it to everyone by October 1.
The booklet will be circulated among members; they pick items on which they want to bid.
All the items will be in Tillamook the morning of the Leadership Forum November 1 & 2.
The bidding (in person) will be Friday afternoon and Saturday morning.
Saturday we’ll tally the bids and post the winners.
During lunch people will pay for and pick up their winning-bid items.

Sue Nesbitt: sue.nesbitt1231@gmail.com

Pat & Patti at Mac
Farmers’ Market

Linda Stephenson: lstephenson49@gmail.com
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arla Stables started in
the office recently as our
new Office/Master Gardener
Support position. For those of
you who haven’t met her yet
please stop by and give her a
warm welcome and introduce
yourself.

As she is starting to get to
know everyone and the
program,
please keep in
mind that it
will take her a
while
to
learn our system, so
be understanding in
the meantime. We are
very excited to have
her here; she is a
great addition to our office.
In another important note, this
is the time of year that we start

Pesky Profiles

W

to plan for the Master Gardener
graduation and awards ceremony. This year we will have a
new location, the community
center in Dayton. The event
will occur on November 20th
this year, so please mark it on
your calendar. We are looking

forward to recognizing our Master Gardeners and graduates,
so I hope to see you there!

By Heather Stoven

Grape Powdery Mildew Increasing

e have had a series of
grape powdery mildew questions come into our
Master Gardener office as of
late. Symptoms have been
seen on the fruit more than on
the foliage; however some of
the foliage samples have also
had some symptoms. While
some of the samples had the
traditional whitish
hue on them, many
had dark spots and
areas on fruit and
stems with some
fruit experiencing
splitting and
cracking.
This growing
season has been
more humid than
the last several,
therefore it has
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turned out to be a bad year for
powdery mildew. Moderate
temperatures favor the disease,
with temperatures above 85°F
or below 40°F damaging to the
fungal colonies. Pruning plants
to encourage air movement is
also beneficial since sunlight
(UV light) inhibits the spores as
well as keeps humidity lower.
There are a
number of
fungicides that
are available
for homeowners to manage
powdery mildew. However
these need to
be sprayed
preventatively
starting early
in the season.
This year’s

colonies will typically produce
small black reproductive spores
which will overwinter on the
bark of the vine, infecting the
new shoots and buds next
spring.
Prevention of this disease next
spring is the key: unfortunately
for already infected-fruit, this
year’s harvest may be
lack-luster.
For more information:
https://pnwhandbooks.org/
plantdisease/host-disease/
grape-vitis-spp-powderymildew
https://
catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/
sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/
em9067.pdf
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YCMGA Board Meeting Minutes
The President called the meeting to order at
10:03 am, on 6/12/2019
IN ATTENDANCE:
Linda Mason
Rita Canales
Tonia Beebe
Marilyn MacGregor
Tom Canales
Terry Hart

Polly Blum
Carol Parks
Linda Coakley
Ruth Estrada
Pat Fritz
Virginia Galt
Susanne Beukema
Nancy Woodworth
Sue Nesbitt

YCMGA Scholarship winners were introduced:
Steven (OSU forestry), Clay (Bend, natural resources
ed.), Alba (not present, to McGill University, from
Delphian), Corinne (OSU hort.)
Secretary’s notes for April: Carol motioned approval, Susanne seconded, all voted in favor.
Treasurer’s Report: Reports are out, YCMGA has
about $60K at present. Gross from the plant sale
was $33K, but we do not have a net. Line item for
Spring into Gardening facility is $500 over budget.
Why? Because we have to give a $500 check as a
deposit for 2020. It is never cashed (standard procedure) and is taken off before the year-end reports are
produced.
President-Elect report: Susanne reported that the
“rose sawfly” has appeared, eating only roses, and
leaving a “window-pane” pattern on leaves. Watch
for it!
Heather Report: Mentor committee needs to contact trainees who have inadequate hours to graduate,
and encourage them to get to work. At the Community Garden there was a tour and project for which 14
trainees signed up: not a single one came.
Awards Committee: Nominations have been made
for 2 chapter (county) and one state award. The results were announced at the ice cream social on August 3rd. We found that there is no consistency whatever for how and when chapters announce awards,
i.e. no guidelines.

Education/Outreach Committee: Ruta did a
splendid job at Edwards Elementary, helping kids
plant 90 pots of marigolds and beans. The setup was
exemplary, and many parents worked with the kids
planting. The clinic at Kraemer’s Garden Center was
also very productive. The location in the store was
excellent. The Willamette Valley Lavender Festival in
Newberg has been contemplated, but YCMGA will not
participate this year. That’s because it requires participation for all day Saturday & Sunday, and we don’t
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have the staffing this year. We’ll try in 2020.
Community Garden: There was a message from
Alan: he unilaterally has decided to keep the income
from Saturday classes for the garden. No one defied
him (which is usually the case). The vegetable class
had 10 participants—a good number. The lesson on
plant varieties was popular and well-attended.
With the focus on low-water-needs plants the water
situation is now fine. (Hoses are not allowed at the
garden as they waste water). Saturday work hours
are now being staggered to accommodate the large
number of participants (29 last time). Hours are 9 to
11, and 10 to 12. The garden leaders have to
hound a number of participants to maintain their gardens as planting is popular but weeding is not… If
the crops aren’t picked on time they are given to
YCAP. This year to date 805 pounds of produce have
gone to YCAP, and the big news is that the garden is
purchasing a shop vacuum to suck up errant bugs.
OMGA Reps: Tonia attended the 2-day conference
and found it very productive. There was an enlightening presentation on home protection from fire by
using proper landscaping techniques: we hope to get
a video of the talk to share with YCMGA members.
Articles about chapter activities and accomplishments
(and disasters) are needed for the Gardeners’ Pen
newsletter. It was brought up that chapter reps.
(along with some other members, we presume) have
no idea why OMGA exists. Since the primary function
was having mini-college (which does not exist right
now), why have OMGA? Communications among
OSU, extension agents, and OMGA are poor. So an
OMGA “Roadshow” is needed, travelling from chapter
to chapter. Sue and Eric did that in Umatilla, staying
overnight at hosts’ homes, having dinner, and talking
over the issues. Suggestions were: more outreach
to chapters; mini-college ideas; help with seminars
and classes; help other chapters attend meetings; for
mini-college more hands-on classes; half-day classes;
using a professional event planner. It is desired that
more people attend OMGA meetings. Nancy copied
an article by Sue published a year ago in the Grapevine newsletter describing the role of OMGA. It will
be published again.
Spring Into Gardening: Tom long ago had asked
for $500 to purchase a projector for use at SIG, and
was waiting. He was startled to find that it had been
allotted, and a projector was being ordered. Next
meeting will be September 11, 2019.
Seed-to Supper: The committee is in the throes of
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reorganization. There will be no fall classes for 2019;
Newberg Spanish and McMinnville Spanish classes
have been cancelled, but there were 4 classes with a
total of 47 students. Timing of classes may be bad as
they are weekday mornings, and in the spring. Facilitators now consist of 8 veteran Master Gardeners and
6 trainees. YCAP is promising to be involved as a
sponsor, which it has been promising for 3 years but
with no real action. There is a new director, but the
person responsible for this is still very much the same:
YCAP is supposed to be doing half the work of Seed-to
-Supper, but is doing none. If YCAP doesn’t come
through (very probable) Heather will need to take
over.
Perennial Propagation: Because of excessive heat,
work in propagation in the summer will begin at 8 am.
Cuttings of shrubs from Michael have been cut and are
growing. Benton County chapter visited here on June
26th for a tour and lesson on making cuttings. Patti
has been doing talks and hands-on classes, and plans
to continue.

Annual Propagation: Shade-cloth has been installed
to cover the greenhouse, thanks to the remarkable
muscle power of Susanne. A new efficient fan has
been installed and the carts are removed from the
greenhouse to keep their tires from deteriorating too
rapidly.
Plant Sale Committee: A wrap-up meeting has been
held. People have floated the idea of having a presale
exclusively for YCMGA members, but a lot of “whatifs” were brought up, and a decision has not yet been
made. It’s the first-shift people who don’t get a
chance to shop, so perhaps they could shop on Thursday, with limitations on their purchases. A lengthy
discussion followed. It has been decided to combine
holding areas next year, as an MG holding area confused and annoyed customers.
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could use that. Often people want the money for a
purchase before making the purchase (particularly on
expensive items); that will be decided after the September OMGA meeting.
Job Descriptions: A list of jobs and who does each
has been made: those listed in red have still not been
done by their respective chiefs. Also job descriptions
need to be completed, often by the same people.
Tom firmly asked people to stabilize themselves before describing positions, as there are many opinions
floating about and not enough clear information.
Unfinished Business: Polly is taking over Doris
Crimmins job of supervising all plant (flower, vegetable, etc.) intakes at the Yamhill County Fair, and
would receive help beyond that of the garden club.
Also, NWREC is having an open house at an undisclosed time in an undisclosed month, which would be
a popular event with Master Gardeners.
Plant Sale Update: The fairgrounds have been
reserved for the first weekend in May (unless someone
with more money wants it then). Listed in the last
months minutes were all the jobs the fairground staff
was supposed to do in preparation for the plant sale,
but did not do. This year many promises were made
by the fairgrounds personnel for next year, but no refunds were offered or made for the services not rendered this year.
Adjournment: Carol motioned for adjournment,
Susanne seconded, and everyone promptly evacuated
at 12:09 pm.

Policies and Procedures: Virginia has created a reimbursement form, but some feel it may be too involved. OMGA has a new form for this: perhaps we

Editor’s Notice:
The Secretary’s notes in the Grapevine are edited for brevity, space, and
timeliness of contents. References to events that have already occurred have
been removed.
If you want to see the unexpurgated notes, contact the
Secretary (who is also the Grapevine editor) at m42oneb@gmail.com to have a
copy of the original complete notes emailed to you personally.
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